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Ötzi’s tattoos
The ice man’s tattoos (pictured) are largely seen on parts of the body that endured wear-and-tear, causing archaeolo-

gists to liken the practice to acupuncture - an ancient treatment for joint distress. Radiological images of the tattooed

areas also show degenerative areas under the tattoos that could have caused pain





POST-SCRIPTUM 450
From 1975 to 1979, London improvisors published the most innovative artists and musicians of their generation in the magazine Musics. Derek Bailey, Evan Parker, John Zorn, David Toop, John Russell, The Feminist Improvising Group, Bob Cob-
bing, ICP, Val Wilmer, Annabel Nicholson, Han Bennick, Eddie Prevost, David Cunningham, Steve Beresford among many others were contributors.
…a blueprint for the interlinked activities we now call sound art, field recording, improv, live electronics & audio culture. it came out six times a year and ran for twenty-three gorgeous issues. the journal covered improvised and non-western
music alongside performance art, reflecting the broad interests of the so-called “second generation” of London’s improvisers, and provided a convivial focus point. overlapping with London musicians’ collective (LMC), the publication first laun-
ched in Spring of 1975, with the tagline: an impromental experivisation arts magazine and a manifesto that proposed the destruction of artificial boundaries, and linked Free Jazz, the works of John Cage, and indigenous and non-European
music….( Derek Bailey, by there )
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From the Toronto yearbook, 1951

Photographs of aboriginal rock engravings, from album 10: [Photographs of carved trees, aboriginal art, middens, 

fish traps and landscapes in New south Wales], ca 1925-1944, compiled by C. C. towle, state Library of N.s.W., FL579136 and FL579133
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EL Halcon



Mea Culpa
„Confiteor … quia peccavi nimis cogitatione, verbo, opere et omissione:
mea culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima culpa …“
„Ich bekenne […] ich habe gesündigt in Gedanken, Worten und Werken: 
durch meine Schuld, durch meine Schuld, durch meine große Schuld […]]“

Horace Goldin was a master at sawing an assistant in half, one of the most famous and spectacular of
all stage illusions. All other magicians placed the girl in a closed box, but Goldin simply had her lie on
a plank throughout his surgical sorcery. Popular Mechanics 1958
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lphabet I, Paul K
lee 1938
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lphabet II, Paul K
lee 1938
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